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KITE TO BE FIP5T MACHINE
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WASHINGTONIANS FLYING

FRONT VIEW OF MABEL IL
Great kite of many cells just before it rose from the lake at Baddeck

Dr Alexander Graham Bells Wonderful
Discoveries in the Domain of the

Navigation of the Air and
Its Problems
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HEN beyond Arlington

next Saturday the tetrahe
kites of Dr Alexander

Graham Bell receive their
first public teat an era will be marked-
In the development of the flying ma
chine There will be no Indication

of the arduous thought patient
experiment that have made possi
ble the brilliant success already
achieved To tell something of this and
of the larger possibilities the future
hold 13 the purpose of this article-

A machine that will fly That has
been the droam of Inventors for weary
centuries but only In dreams hereto
fore lute It been successfully attained
The balloon in its various manifesta-
tions has marked the limit of achieve
ment flying machines in the proper ac
ceptation 61 the have never been
built It has remained for Dr Bell to
point out the way which he or some

other will go onward to the
final solution of the problem

It has been a weary trial of brain and
nerve Dr Bell has been besot by the
difficulties other investigators have en

countered so that at times he has felt
almost like saying with the others
whose faith has not been as strong
that the roblem of aerial navigation

will bo soled until there has
been discovered a now metal or a new

force But Dr Boll thinks he has
solved It now and though he quite

realizes his investigations have been
and that time must

be permitted to work out Its own

achievements he Is very steadfastly
convince tho and Is not far distant
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Began Five Years Ago

Dr Bell began building his kites In

Iis99 He had long been interested in the
flying machine problem and had become
convinced that a successful kite will

also make a successful flying machine

Urged en by these considerations he

began at first with scant success but
with a grridual broadening of his hori-

zon the investigations that have even-

tuated In the building of Victor I after
five years of protracted effort

Dr Boll started with the assumption

that a kite which will a man

and an engine In a tenmile breeze will

also support a man and an engine when

driven by a motor at the rate of ten
miles an hour The proposition has not
been actually and positively demon-

strated but there CH be little doubt it
makes no dlffaranoa whether the kite
Is supported by the motion of the air
against It or by Its own motion against
the air In a calm a kite rises when it
Is pulled by a man or because of
its motion through the air there Is no
reason to believe it would not also rise
when urged through the aJr by propel

lers A kite then can changed to a
flying machine by hanging a motor and
propellers to It and dropping the string
which attaches the kite ground

Trouble With First Types
The first kites used by Dr Bell In his

experiments were of the pattern devised
by Laurence Hargravo of Australia
which had been the standard kite since
Its invention In 1S02 They failed how
ever to anawor the purpose It was
discovered that the weight of the kite
Increased as the cube of the size while
the lifting power Increases only as the
square The result of this law was that
the size of the kites was limited and
that no great amount of lifting power
would be realized from their use

It was possible to lift considerably
weights by attachlnga number of box
kites to a single line but such a device
would not perceptibly contribute to the
solution of the problem of aerial navi-

gation a single kite not a string of
them was what was desired Things
looked gloomy when it was demonstrat-
ed that only a hurricane could sustain
In the air a Hargrave klto with two
cells as big as a small room

Here then was the da
Vise a form of kite combining lightness
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with great lifting If this
could be achieved the difficulty was
passed for the matter of motor and
propeller would be relatively easy To
this problem therefore Dr Bell

his attention
Triangular Cells Used

His first modification of the Hargrave
type was a kite formed of triangular
cells The box cells of the former did
not lend themselves readily to combina
tion and did not fly well together Yet
Dr Bell had alreadv concluded that
his hope lay In combining a number of
small kites rather than in building one
of gigantic size By combining the small
kites he could outwit the law regulating
the proportion between Increased weight
and increased lifting power which had
been shown to be so exceedingly unfair
to the latter The box cells would not
lend themselves 40 this scheme The
adoption of the triangular cell followed
the trial and abandonment at cells of
various other shapes and types Cir
cular cells polyagonal cells of six
eight and twelve sides with cells of
many other shapes were tried found
lacking and thrown away

Into the chaos of discouragement thus
evolved the idea of the triangular cell
came t r Dr Bell with the grace of a
benediction It proved Immediately an
an immense advantage over the rectan
gular Hargrave being stronger In

struction lighter in weight and offering
less head resistance to the The
triangular cell needed bracing in one
direction only on Its flat in a
transverse direction It Is selfbraced so
that Internal bracing which causes
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head resistance was found to be unnec-
essary

Problem But Half Solved
But the problem even now was only

half solved Combinations of triangu
lar kites must be arranged in two sets
with a powerful connecting framework
The larger the sets the farther apart
they must be and the connecting
frame therefore becomes exceedingly
stout and heavy Further improvement-
was necessary The necessity of even
the limited amount of bracing that

as an Inherent weakness of the
triangular cell was to be obviated and
some method of doing away with the
heavy connecting framework was a pa
tent need Dr Bell reasoned that a
cell could be made selfbracing in
every direction by making It triangu
lar In all directions or tetrahedral in-

form This was the germ of the suc
cessful idea

Astonishing results were attained
They are summed up as follows by Gil
bert H Grosvenor editor of the Na
tional Geographical Magazine and Dr
Bells assistant In most of his inves-
tigations

The Wonderful Tetrahedral
First A tetrahedral cell has aston-

ishing strength even when composed of
very light wooden stocks As Dr Bell
has expressed It It Is not simply
braced In two directions in space like
a triangle but in three directions like a
solid If 1 may coin a word it possesses
throedimensional strength not twodl
slonal strength like a triangle or one
dimensional strength like a rod It is
the skeleton of a solid not of a surface-
or a line

large kite constructed of
tetrahedral cells is as solid as a small
one for it Is likewise selfbraced in all
directions

ThirdiA kite built of tetrahedral
cells Is an almost perfect flyer It Is
steady in squalls a good lifter and flies
almost directly overhead Tetrahedral
cells when combined do not interfere
with each other in the least or hurt each
others flying ability as box or triangu
lar cells do when combined

the use of the tetrahedral
cell It is possible to build kites unlim
ited in size and In which however gi-

gantic the kite the ratio of supporting
surface to weight remains the same as
in a small kite The successive doub
ling in size of the kite may be carried
on indefinitely without the weight in-

creasing faster than the winged sur-
face The cells all act in harmony no
part of a late built of tctrahcdral cells
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has to be strengthened counterbal
ance an opposing force or a weakness in
some part of the kite no weight Is
thrown away

Work Done at Baddeck
On this basis from experlment to ex-

periment and from test to test the in
vestigations proceeded jThe work was
done and the experiments made at Dr
Bells laboratory at Baddeck Nova Sco
tia Here Dr Bell and his assistants
spend each summer and thousands of
tetrahedral cells hae

kites of every Imaginable shape and
size have ben made v

t

been constructed-
and
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That kites constructed on this princi
ple have lifting power sufficient to carry-
a man or several men has been amply
demonstrated One of the first of the
kites lifted two men off their feet In a
squall and on another occaslon snapped
the new threeeighthlrich manila rope
with which it was connected with the
earth as easily as It could have done
had the rope been a thread Kites much
more powerful have since been built and
prove beyond a question that a practi
cal efficient and powerful method of
combination of small forces has been
discovered The use of aluminum in
stead of black spruce in the

of the frames whloh has been be
gun by Dr Bell has largely increased
the strength of the kite without mate
rial addition to the weight

The cells are covered ton sides with
silk or nainsook the remaining sides be
ing opened to the air The softly yield
ing silk or cotton very light in weight
resembles In its response to the wind
the feathers on the wing of a bird

The Great Desiderata
Steadiness in the air and

have been the ends toward the
of which Dr Bell has aspired

Some of the kites are of immense size
exceeding twentyfive feet in length and
twelve and fifteen feet in heights nnd
width Notwithstanding their sizff and
apparent unwieldiness however thsy
respond to the direction of the operator
perfectly and can be launched into the
air and drawn back to earth with most
astonishing ease

One thing Dr Bolls experiments have
conclusively shown That is that small
cells are much to be preferred to larger
ones responding better to the varying
pressure of the Wind during a squall
and preserving with a nearer approach-
to perfection the equilibrium of the kite
of which they are the constituent parts

Dr Bells most recent experiments
after he had covered the preliminary
work of Investigation determi-
nation of forms and values was the
construction of a kite of large slzo and
manlifting power that would rise from
the surface ground or a lake
This feat he has successfully

He recognized It jvould be neces
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sary to provide some means of giving
the machine sufficient momentum to en
able It to begin Its flight the momen
tum that large birds gain by run-
ning along on the ground For purposes
of experiment an immense machine

all
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was constructed which was christened
Mabel H which was built upon a float
on the lake at Baddeck

With tetrahedral frames Dr Bell had
built three long boats covered with
oilcloth to make them watertight The

SOME TYPES
Story of the Disgruntled Ticket Butcher Who

Didnt Like the Were GoingWay hirigs+
HE old cIrcuS ticket butcher

turned a reflecting and gloomy
eye upon the gorgeously adorned

that stood across the lot
around which a howling mob of merry
makers pushed and clawed and shriek
ed In wild anxiety to secure the pieces
of cardboard that would gain them ad
mission to the tent The old ticket
butcher scowled one could almost im
Cne he sighed

Things aint what they were in the
good old days he murmured I believe-
In being honest all right all right but
when it comes to playing that game
like a guy plays cases witty never
any little Jaunt out Into more uncertain
territory its about the time I lay down
my hand

Look at that bunch of mugs in the
wagon Im willing to make al small
gamble they wouldnt know a short
change racket if It was shoved up
against them and itls an even bet they
get the small end of the purse as often
as the gay and giddy public Whats
the use TJh v

Now the way I regards this circus
proposition the population raises and
soaks a stake for each and every per-
formance of the greatest show on earth
that is due to strike the burg and the
population just naturally expects to be
separated from the cush If one f them
should wake up the next morning and
find more in his rags than a Canadian
dime and a bone collar button hed feel
like hed been conned There would be
a sort of hazy impression in his thlnk
pan that something had gone wrong
and that he had overlooked a bet Now-
I call It a shame to let any of the bene-
factors of the circus accumulate a
grouch

Good Old Days Have Gone

They never had any when 1 used to
scatter paper for some of the onering
outfits that toured the South and West
ten years ago When one of these shows
got through with a town the savings
banks cashiers would all call for a new
deck Ive seen a drove of locusts that
were hooding in our direction put their
heads under their wings and Aveep they
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were that sore on themselves There
never was any kick coming either The
Rubes would buckle up tho pockets
where the were accustomed to keep
their money and it was them for the
plow and the strenuous life until the
next time the circus came to town They
wore happy at It too

Old man Jim Smith who ran one
of the greatest shows on earth in those
days always had the talent submit bids
for the privilege of running the ticket
wagon It cost anywhere from 100 to
500 a month and It was worth the

money The ticket butcher accounted to
the management for so many tickets for
each performance and whatever little
amounts he could sorter gather In for
himself were no questions
asked It was bad going when the
butcher couldnt soak away a hundred-
a week for himself Sometimes the
Rubes would make a small holler but
it never mattered much for the only
satisfaction it was the custom to hand
out was a swift punch Its wonderful
what consolation a good husky can
vasman with fists like a pair of sugar
cured can deal out In this way

Gentlemen of Grace
We had a number of professional

gentlemen connected with the outfit
that wore just about the smoothest
over They could separate the weary

money with
a relished ease that made the opera
tion a relief to all concerned They
wore Socialists in a kind of a way and
believed In the division of the eirculiti-
iii medium among the people

Billy Hester who dispensed the lit-
erature that was said to contain the
jckes of tho clowns and nil the songs
sun In the unparalleled array of Eu
rcitan ant American musical novelties
that made up tho concert had a way of
beguiling time and the rustics with a
neat little trick that was common
enough then but about which one hears
nothing now

When business got slack around
inert of the tent Billy always produced u
gold und whirled it around
in the air until thc natives began to
stop und rubber Then lie woujdpu
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2 WONDERFUL MABEL II
T bf may furnish the form for the airship of the future

of a Motor and Propellers All

That Remains to Be to Make
His Invention a Complete and

Final Success
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boats strength and yet
because b their tetrahedral structure
are si Jght as not to overweight the
kite The three boats were then ranged
parallel to another and the giant
Mabel placed upon and fastened to
them

The initial velocity was by at-
taching the floating flying machine to
the stern of a small steamboat which
had been chartered for the purpose As
the steamer gained headway the great
kite trembled for a few moments and
then rose gracefully from the water and
hew steadily the full length of the line
Mabel II had been shown fully capable
of carrying both a man an engine
and Dr Bell has concluded that If the
initial velocity necessary for flight can
be given by a pull It can be given just
as well by a push In other words that-
a motor attached to the machine and
operating propellers can supply the mo
mentum just as well as an outside force

One of the beauties of Dr Bells mou
els Is that in every one there is a large
roomy space In the center where the op

and his passengers may sit This
position Is much safer and more com-

fortable than sitting In a chair suspend-
ed some yards below the machine and
as the ultimate machfnc to be used in
time of war will be constructed of
tougher material than wood and silk
the operator and the motor would be
hidden instead of offering a splendid
target for ever shot from below Dr

largely greater lifting power than those
of the has constructed In the
past The product of this thought Vic
tor 1 has been declared by a competent
authority to be the most wonderful kite

devised and put together It Is
built like the letter H with great wings
that flare away from the center

Kite of a New Model
This great kite rose from the land

without running in a breeze so light
that a on of pole fifty yards away
hung limp and motionless It glided up
and up until it was flying six or seven
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hundred yards above the earth steady-
as a In a breeze of fifteen
miles an steadily be
fore but the perpendicular and
with a tremendous pull

The attachment of the motor and pro
pellers will be the next step of the ex
periments jftid it is not doubted that a
motor sufficiently strong and light may
be obtained Indeed there are such
now on the market Within a year or
two at the outside Dr Bell expects to
have built a flying machine which can
be propelled the air at ike will
Q the pp itQrs without oepsndence
upon the wind and whatever direc
tion is desired He does not regard this
as at all problematical but ns an ab
solute certainty

Experiments at Arlington
The experiments beyond Arlington are

not designed to go deeply Into the
subject but merely to illustrate to

Qndjgthe5s interested in the pro-
ject of aerial navigation what ins been
accomplished in this direction with the
aid of tetrahedral kites

The kites that will be used arc not of
the largest size or the most recent type
Most of these are atthe laboratory at
Baddeck and could not be brought to
Washington without some trouble The
experiments will illustrate however the
vast lifting power of the tetrahedral
kites and to point out the
may confidently be expected
Dr Bell rather resents the color of in
tense importance that has been given th
experiments In that
have assumed to be descriptive of them

The real work of will
be done at Baddeck during the

summer A larger kite of
the model of Victor I will be built and
to this a motor and propellers will be
altrched Success at an early date is
hdpe for but at any rate It cannot

As Dr Bell says The
end fs In sight
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THAT BLEND WITH THE sUNsHINECOLORS

woman who makes an arc t f
must conslder her gowns

relation to the time and
nlace of wearing Almost any becoming
light color looks well In a drawing
room and almost any becoming color
that Is not too brilliant or striking looks
well on the street in the winter but
there are certain colors particularly
beautiful with the summer and these
things should be remembered when
shopping for clothes Some
colors discordant indoorst have a great
charm in an

The woman who wore a red dress to
the opera last winter round herself on
very bad terms with her background
for the red boxes not only deadened the
effect of a red but made it posi-
tively

Yet red a raw and
uncomfortable color Indoors has a

effect upon the golf links or
court and the indispensable sweater

when of that Is pleasing for such
use in spite of the fact that red Is not
in most cases an agreeable summer
color

The bright old fash
ioned is such a beautiful

nounce he would place the coin in one
of the books of which possibly a dozen
were displayed and still continue to dis
pose of the entire collection of musical
gems for the pitiful sum of two bits

cents The doubleeagle would glide
gently between the leaves of one of the
books Billy would make an awkward
effort to shuffle the pack and the easy
ones would fall over themselves in their
eagerness to make connection with the
pilze

Where the Money Went
Billy always forgot to tell them

though that when the money went b
tv ten the leaves it went all the way
through and was neatly palmed away
where It could do no harm and would
contribute nothing to the accumulation-
of that sordid pelf reputed to be the
root of all evil And It would
your heart good to see the look of
rrieved surprise that used to envelop
Bills countenance when nona
of his customers succeeded in picking
out the lucky book He was a real
frtist was Billy and if lees where he
ought to be now Ill bet theres a whole
room in his mansion filled with harps
and crowns

People have got too wise anyhow
waa wjien they Juajt gg wjU
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color is better in town or In the house
than In the country Almost all vivid
greens are unpleasant In combination
with the of grass arid trees
whether the color is a house or a gar
den seat or In a womans dress The
effect is somehow chemical and discor-
dant

A faint green or grayish green how
ever Is attractive and harmonious out
doors and Is a very deliciously cool
looking color In print organdie jr ging-
ham

All pale and dull blues are pleasant
outdoors pale pink and yellow are also
harmonious White is the most beauti
ful and effective of all against a back-
ground of green grass and trees White
with a touch of red has a great picture
making quality outdoors The bright
clear that comes In linens and madrases Is beautiful In strong sun
light upon the seashore Here also the
touch of red with the those
whom It may delightful

colors and dark
blue hitve little beauty outdoors asthey absorb without giving out eight
Light gray and tan In or covert
cloth is more agreeable and summer
like in effect

ins to pick out the shell under which
the pea was reposing as to eat ami
thty took a positive joy In threecard
mcnte and the knives with the five
dollar Williams wrapped around the
handles They never wanted anything
more joyous and entertaining than
chance to blow in the savings of six
months of hard work against these fes-
tive propositions and what they liked
they did Take em now and they have
got hold of the Idea that their whole
auty is done when they pay one admis
sion to the big tent and do a fifteen
minute elastic neck exhibition at the
freaks in the side show It makes
real weak

Its the same way with the show
people They have got so blamed hon
est that a man hasnt gut a chance and
If somebody connected with the outfit
started out to do a little business on
his own hook its a copperriveted cinch
he would find off the
and probably a thirty
In the village Toombs

Im sore on the whole lot said the
old ticket butcher The only place a
man stunda a chaiieo Is beyond the
tall timber and Utoroitlnt much
oven there Blamed If I dont think Ill
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